Videojet® / Wolke Premium Black

Thermal Ink Jet Ink

WLK660068 Premium Black Thermal Ink Jet Ink

- 30-35% darker than Universal Black on typical substrates
- Better print quality with visibly darker codes and higher code contrast
- Long decap performance / excellent first code recovery
- Fast dry times on porous and some semi-porous substrates
- Excellent UV resistance

Example print on SBS substrate at 300 x 300 dpi resolution:

**Premium Black (WLK660068)**

- \( R_{\text{max}} = 87\% \)
- \( R_{\text{min}} = 17\% \)
- Contrast = 70% (A)

**Universal Black (WLK667482)**

- \( R_{\text{max}} = 87\% \)
- \( R_{\text{min}} = 24\% \)
- Contrast = 63% (B)